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FINDING INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES AS STIMULUS IS 

WITHDRAWN 

As we move from recovery to mid-cycle expansion, we think the rate at which policy support is withdrawn will 

guide financial asset performance. In this publication, we outline where and how we seek to find compelling 

investment opportunities for our clients’ fixed income portfolios in this environment. 

Keep calm and carry on 

Financial assets have posted a remarkable recovery following the onset of the pandemic, with performance 

boosted by extraordinary monetary and fiscal easing. Asset price appreciation is common during the early innings 

of an economic recovery but as pandemic stimulus recedes and growth momentum peaks, fixed income 

valuation expansion and room for spread compression will likely moderate (Exhibit 1). In the next phase, we 

believe income—or carry—will be a dominant driver of returns relative to capital gains (Exhibit 2). But as the 

hawkish market response to the June Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting demonstrates (Exhibit 

4), withdrawal of policy—or even simply discussion about that withdrawal—will generate market volatility. 

Exhibit 1: Following a sharp stimulus-driven compression in spreads… 

Fixed income spreads have returned to pre-pandemic lows 

 

Source: Macrobond, Goldman Sachs Asset Management, ICE BoAML and J.P. Morgan. As of June 23, 2021. 

Exhibit 2: …we are focused on finding attractive carry and roll opportunities across fixed income markets  

Intermediate maturity BBB-rated bonds provide attractive carry relative to A-rated and shorter-maturity bonds 

 

Source: Macrobond, Goldman Sachs Asset Management. ICE BoAML. As of May 2021.  
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Entering a new cycle with a new policy configuration 

Two uncertainties have potential to make this episode of policy normalization more volatile than during past 

cycles. First, we have no playbook for a post-pandemic economy in the 21st century. Digitization of the economy 

has sprung forward while recent years’ gains in labor force participation—particularly among women—have been 

unwound. Where these dynamics settle, and the extent to which excess savings accumulated during lockdowns 

are spent, remains unknown. Second, investors are faced with a new policy configuration in which policymakers 

appear more focused on broader social goals including the climate transition and inclusive growth. The impact of 

these goals on the economy, neutral policy rates and in turn, financial markets remains uncertain. 

Between (an unwind of) stimulus and response, there is a space 

Austrian philosopher Viktor Frankl is known for his uplifting insight, “Between stimulus and response, there is a 

space. In that space is our power to choose our response. In our response lies our growth and freedom.” As 

active investors, we have freedom to choose our investment response as pandemic policy support is withdrawn 

and as another space is opened up, one in which market volatility that had been suppressed by central bank 

actions may be revived. 

Tactically, we are focused on locating investment opportunities that may arise from sharp swings in asset 

valuations amid elevated macro data volatility and uncertainty around central bank reaction functions. 

Strategically, we seek to optimize carry and roll potential through asset allocation across fixed income markets to 

build balanced and resilient portfolios for our clients (Exhibit 3). For example, we are underweight agency 

mortgage-backed securities (MBS) given abnormally tight spreads, convexity risks and forthcoming tapering of 

US Federal Reserve (Fed) purchases, with Chair Powell confirming that policymakers are “talking about talking 

about tapering.”1 Elsewhere, we are overweight pro-cyclical pockets of fixed income markets such as investment 

grade and high yield corporate credit.  

That said, we are mindful that low credit spreads reduce the buffer for potential negative growth shocks or rising 

yields. This is why we pair fixed income spread sectors such as corporate credit and emerging market debt 

(EMD) with a rates and currency hedge. Among macro markets, we are overweight Canadian rates on a cross-

market basis and have moved to a neutral position in the US dollar. 

Exhibit 3: Our dynamic asset allocation across fixed income portfolios 

 

Source: Goldman Sachs Asset Management. As of May 19, 2021. 

  

 

1 During a Press Conference on June 16, 2021, Fed Chair Jerome Powell said the June Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting can be thought of as the “talking about 
talking about meeting” when asked to opine on the timing of tapered asset purchases. 
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https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/uk/en/advisers/market-insights/gsam-connect/2021/Agency-MBS-Abnormally-Tight-What-Next.html
https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/uk/en/advisers/market-insights/gsam-connect/2021/Agency-MBS-Abnormally-Tight-What-Next.html
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A continuous “building back better” mindset 

As we move beyond the pandemic, we remain committed to enhancing our investment platform. Like the 

increasingly digitized world around us, we engineer our investment process to be data-driven. This enables us to 

make smarter investment decisions faster and more cost-effectively. At the same time, we sustain a focus on 

sustainable investment solutions. At Goldman Sachs, we view sustainability through a broad lens that is 

underpinned by two holistic pillars: climate transition and inclusive growth. These pillars guide our engagement 

with bond issuers on environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors and our partnerships with clients on 

sustainable investment solutions. For example, our climate collaboration engagement framework that was 

launched in October 2020 seeks to encourage disclosure of material carbon emissions data (see page 28 and 30 

of the Goldman Sachs 2020 Sustainability Report for additional details). 

Exhibit 4: Fed Outlook – FAIT and See 

June 2021 Federal Open Market Committee Meeting - Recap 

What happened? 

In the Fed’s June Statement of Economic Projections, the core personal consumption expenditure 

(PCE) inflation forecast in 2021 was revised higher from 2.2% to 3.0%, and the median projection 

for the policy rate moved from projecting no rate hikes in 2023 to two rate hikes.  

Why did this come 

as a hawkish 

surprise?  

We—and other market participants—had assumed the Fed would look through the 2021 rise in 

inflation due to the transitory nature of many drivers of price rises (as discussed previously). The 

combination of a higher 2021 inflation forecast and upward shift in the policy rate projection 

suggests the inflation averaging process will take into consideration the 2021 inflation overshoot. We 

also learnt that the Fed believes weakness in job growth will subside as distortions from policy (such 

as enhanced unemployment benefits) and the pandemic (including health concerns and child care 

responsibilities) recede. Policymakers also appear to be mindful of the rise in both market- and 

survey-based inflation expectations observed in recent months. 

How have markets 

responded?  

The initial market reaction entailed a reversal of so-called reflation views, characterized by lower US 

breakeven inflation rates, a flatter US yield curve and a stronger US dollar. These moves have 

retraced slightly and risk assets have remained relatively resilient. 

What next?  

We think financial markets may exhibit greater sensitivity to incoming macro data given uncertainty 

around the Fed’s reaction function. Previously, positive economic data generated higher inflation 

expectations and lower real yields – a tailwind for risk assets. Looking ahead, the reverse could 

unfold. Alternatively, an improving economy may be accompanied by reduced concerns about 

runaway inflation and an abrupt future rise in yields, thereby supporting risk sentiment. In short, the 

path of policy withdrawal will likely generate market volatility.  

What should we 

keep in mind?  

The first word in the Fed’s new framework: ‘flexible.’ The Fed could well pivot back to a more dovish 

stance at some point, perhaps as inflation data cools down into the winter months. We interpret the 

flexible average inflation targeting (FAIT) framework as one in which policy responds to outcomes 

and not outlooks, and so the Fed’s policy path will depend on the evolution of the economy and 

financial conditions. In short, as Fed Chair Jerome Powell noted during the June FOMC meeting 

press conference, the median dot plot projection for the policy rate should “be taken with a big grain 

of salt.” 

Our Fed Outlook 

We expect the Fed to commence asset purchase tapering at the turn of the year and see rate liftoff 

occurring in 2023. But with a Fed that is focused on outcomes rather than outlooks, we remain 

open-minded to adjusting our policy and investment views as the economic recovery evolves.  

Source: Goldman Sachs Asset Management. As of June 24, 2021. 

 

  

https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/ncsu/en/institutions/market-insights/gsam-insights/2020/Innovation-Driven-Investing.html?
https://www.goldmansachs.com/our-commitments/sustainability/sustainable-finance/index.html
https://www.goldmansachs.com/our-commitments/sustainability/sustainable-finance/climate-transition/index.html
https://www.goldmansachs.com/our-commitments/sustainability/sustainable-finance/inclusive-growth/index.html
https://www.goldmansachs.com/our-commitments/sustainability/sustainable-finance/documents/reports/2020-sustainability-report.pdf?source=website
https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/global/en/market-insights/gsam-connect/2021/Inflation-Its_A_Jungle_Out_There.html
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General Disclosures 

The views expressed herein are as of June 24, 2021 and subject to change in the future. Individual portfolio management 
teams for GSAM may have views and opinions and/or make investment decisions that, in certain instances, may not always be 
consistent with the views and opinions expressed herein. 

Views and opinions expressed are for informational purposes only and do not constitute a recommendation by GSAM to buy, 
sell, or hold any security. Views and opinions are current as of the date of this presentation and may be subject to change, they 
should not be construed as investment advice. 

This material is provided for educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or an offer or 
solicitation to buy or sell securities. 

This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other broad-based economic, market or political 
conditions and should not be construed as research or investment advice. This material has been prepared by GSAM and is 
not financial research nor a product of Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research (GIR). It was not prepared in compliance 
with applicable provisions of law designed to promote the independence of financial analysis and is not subject to a prohibition 
on trading following the distribution of financial research. The views and opinions expressed may differ from those of Goldman 
Sachs Global Investment Research or other departments or divisions of Goldman Sachs and its affiliates. Investors are urged 
to consult with their financial advisors before buying or selling any securities. This information may not be current and GSAM 
has no obligation to provide any updates or changes.  

Any reference to a specific company or security does not constitute a recommendation to buy, sell, hold or directly invest in the 
company or its securities. It should not be assumed that investment decisions made in the future will be profitable or will equal 
the performance of the securities discussed in this document. 

THIS MATERIAL DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER OR SOLICITATION IN ANY JURISDICTION WHERE OR TO ANY 
PERSON TO WHOM IT WOULD BE UNAUTHORIZED OR UNLAWFUL TO DO SO. 

Prospective investors should inform themselves as to any applicable legal requirements and taxation and exchange control 
regulations in the countries of their citizenship, residence or domicile which might be relevant. 

This material is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or an offer or 
solicitation to buy or sell securities. This material is not intended to be used as a general guide to investing, or as a source of any 
specific investment recommendations, and makes no implied or express recommendations concerning the manner in which any 
client’s account should or would be handled, as appropriate investment strategies depend upon the client’s investment objectives. 

Although certain information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, 
completeness or fairness. We have relied upon and assumed without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness 
of all information available from public sources. 

References to indices, benchmarks or other measures of relative market performance over a specified period of time are 
provided for your information only and do not imply that the portfolio will achieve similar results. The index composition may not 
reflect the manner in which a portfolio is constructed. While an adviser seeks to design a portfolio which reflects appropriate risk 
and return features, portfolio characteristics may deviate from those of the benchmark. 

The strategy may include the use of derivatives. Derivatives often involve a high degree of financial risk because a relatively 
small movement in the price of the underlying security or benchmark may result in a disproportionately large movement in the 
price of the derivative and are not suitable for all investors. No representation regarding the suitability of these instruments and 
strategies for a particular investor is made. 

Past correlations are not indicative of future correlations, which may vary. 

Diversification does not protect an investor from market risk and does not ensure a profit. 

Investments in fixed-income securities are subject to credit and interest rate risks. Bond prices fluctuate inversely to changes in 
interest rates. Therefore, a general rise in interest rates can result in the decline in the bond’s price. Credit risk is the risk that 
an issuer will default on payments of interest and principal. This risk is higher when investing in high yield bonds, also known as 
junk bonds, which have lower ratings and are subject to greater volatility. All fixed income investments may be worth less than 
their original cost upon redemption or maturity. 

High-yield, lower-rated securities involve greater price volatility and present greater credit risks than higher-rated fixed income 
securities. 

The currency market affords investors a substantial degree of leverage. This leverage presents the potential for substantial 
profits but also entails a high degree of risk including the risk that losses may be similarly substantial. Such transactions are 
considered suitable only for investors who are experienced in transactions of that kind. Currency fluctuations will also affect the 
value of an investment. 

Emerging markets securities may be less liquid and more volatile and are subject to a number of additional risks, including but 
not limited to currency fluctuations and political instability. 

Foreign securities may be more volatile than investments in U.S. securities and will be subject to a number of additional risks, 
including but not limited to currency fluctuations and political developments. 

An investment in real estate securities is subject to greater price volatility and the special risks associated with direct ownership 
of real estate. 

Environmental, Social, and Governance (“ESG”) strategies may take risks or eliminate exposures found in other strategies or 
broad market benchmarks that may cause performance to diverge from the performance of these other strategies or market 
benchmarks. ESG strategies will be subject to the risks associated with their underlying investments’ asset classes. Further, the 
demand within certain markets or sectors that an ESG strategy targets may not develop as forecasted or may develop more 
slowly than anticipated. 

Economic and market forecasts presented herein reflect a series of assumptions and judgments as of the date of this 
presentation and are subject to change without notice. These forecasts do not take into account the specific investment 
objectives, restrictions, tax and financial situation or other needs of any specific client. Actual data will vary and may not be 
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reflected here. These forecasts are subject to high levels of uncertainty that may affect actual performance. Accordingly, these 
forecasts should be viewed as merely representative of a broad range of possible outcomes. These forecasts are estimated, 
based on assumptions, and are subject to significant revision and may change materially as economic and market conditions 
change. Goldman Sachs has no obligation to provide updates or changes to these forecasts. Case studies and examples are 
for illustrative purposes only. 

Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. The value of investments and the income 
derived from investments will fluctuate and can go down as well as up. A loss of principal may occur. 

United Kingdom: In the United Kingdom, this material is a financial promotion and has been approved by Goldman Sachs 
Asset Management International, which is authorized and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

European Economic Area (EEA): This material is a financial promotion disseminated by Goldman Sachs Bank Europe SE, 
including through its authorised branches ("GSBE"). GSBE is a credit institution incorporated in Germany and, within the Single 
Supervisory Mechanism established between those Member States of the European Union whose official currency is the Euro, 
subject to direct prudential supervision by the European Central Bank and in other respects supervised by German Federal 
Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufischt, BaFin) and Deutsche Bundesbank. 

Switzerland: For Qualified Investor use only – Not for distribution to general public. This is marketing material. This document 
is provided to you by Goldman Sachs Bank AG, Zürich. Any future contractual relationships will be entered into with affiliates of 
Goldman Sachs Bank AG, which are domiciled outside of Switzerland. We would like to remind you that foreign (Non-Swiss) 
legal and regulatory systems may not provide the same level of protection in relation to client confidentiality and data protection 
as offered to you by Swiss law. 

Asia Pacific: Please note that neither Goldman Sachs Asset Management International nor any other entities involved in the 
Goldman Sachs Asset Management (GSAM) business maintain any licenses, authorizations or registrations in Asia (other than 
Japan), except that it conducts businesses (subject to applicable local regulations) in and from the following jurisdictions: Hong 
Kong, Singapore and Malaysia. This material has been issued for use in or from Hong Kong by Goldman Sachs Asset 
Management (Hong Kong) Limited, in or from Singapore by Goldman Sachs Asset Management (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. 
(Company Number: 201329851H) and in or from Malaysia by Goldman Sachs (Malaysia) Sdn Berhad (880767W). 

Australia: This material is distributed in Australia and New Zealand by Goldman Sachs Asset Management Australia Pty Ltd 
ABN 41 006 099 681, AFSL 228948 (’GSAMA’) and is intended for viewing only by wholesale clients in Australia for the 
purposes of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and to clients who either fall within any or all of the categories of 
investors set out in section 3(2) or sub-section 5(2CC) of the Securities Act 1978, fall within the definition of a wholesale client 
for the purposes of the Financial Service Providers (Registration and Dispute Resolution) Act 2008 (FSPA) and the Financial 
Advisers Act 2008 (FAA),and fall within the definition of a wholesale investor under one of clause 37, clause 38, clause 39 or 
clause 40 of Schedule 1 of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (FMCA) of New Zealand (collectively, a “NZ Wholesale 
Investor”). GSAMA is not a registered financial service provider under the FSPA. GSAMA does not have a place of business in 
New Zealand. In New Zealand, this document, and any access to it, is intended only for a person who has first satisfied 
GSAMA that the person is a NZ Wholesale Investor. This document is intended for viewing only by the intended recipient. This 
document may not be reproduced or distributed to any person in whole or in part without the prior written consent of GSAMA. 
This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other broad based economic, market or political 
conditions and should not be construed as research or investment advice. The material provided herein is for informational 
purposes only. This presentation does not constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer 
or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to make such offer or solicitation. 

Canada: This presentation has been communicated in Canada by GSAM LP, which is registered as a portfolio manager under 
securities legislation in all provinces of Canada and as a commodity trading manager under the commodity futures legislation of 
Ontario and as a derivatives adviser under the derivatives legislation of Quebec. GSAM LP is not registered to provide investment 
advisory or portfolio management services in respect of exchange-traded futures or options contracts in Manitoba and is not 
offering to provide such investment advisory or portfolio management services in Manitoba by delivery of this material. 

Japan: This material has been issued or approved in Japan for the use of professional investors defined in Article 2 paragraph 
(31) of the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law by Goldman Sachs Asset Management Co., Ltd. 

Brazil: These materials are provided at your request and solely for your information, and in no way constitutes an offer, 
solicitation, advertisement or advice of, or in relation to, any securities, funds, or products by any of Goldman Sachs affiliates in 
Brazil or in any jurisdiction in which such activity is unlawful or unauthorized, or to any person to whom it is unlawful or 
unauthorized. This document has not been delivered for registration to the relevant regulators or financial supervisory bodies in 
Brazil, such as the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (Comissão de Valores Mobiliários – CVM) nor has its 
content been reviewed or approved by any such regulators or financial supervisory bodies. The securities, funds, or products 
described in this document have not been registered with the relevant regulators or financial supervisory bodies in Brazil, such 
as the CVM, nor have been submitted for approval by any such regulators or financial supervisory bodies. The recipient 
undertakes to keep these materials as well as the information contained herein as confidential and not to circulate them to any 
third party. 

Colombia: Esta presentación no tiene el propósito o el efecto de iniciar, directa o indirectamente, la adquisición de un producto 
a prestación de un servicio por parte de Goldman Sachs Asset Management a residentes colombianos. Los productos y/o 
servicios de Goldman Sachs Asset Management no podrán ser ofrecidos ni promocionados en Colombia o a residentes 
Colombianos a menos que dicha oferta y promoción se lleve a cabo en cumplimiento del Decreto 2555 de 2010 y las otras 
reglas y regulaciones aplicables en materia de promoción de productos y/o servicios financieros y /o del mercado de valores en 
Colombia o a residentes colombianos. 

Al recibir esta presentación, y en caso que se decida contactar a Goldman Sachs Asset Management, cada destinatario 
residente en Colombia reconoce y acepta que ha contactado a Goldman Sachs Asset Management por su propia iniciativa y 
no como resultado de cualquier promoción o publicidad por parte de Goldman Sachs Asset Management o cualquiera de sus 
agentes o representantes. Los residentes colombianos reconocen que (1) la recepción de esta presentación no constituye una 
solicitud de los productos y/o servicios de Goldman Sachs Asset Management, y (2) que no están recibiendo ninguna oferta o 
promoción directa o indirecta de productos y/o servicios financieros y/o del mercado de valores por parte de Goldman Sachs 
Asset Management. 
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Esta presentación es estrictamente privada y confidencial, y no podrá ser reproducida o utilizada para cualquier propósito 
diferente a la evaluación de una inversión potencial en los productos de Goldman Sachs Asset Management o la contratación 
de sus servicios por parte del destinatario de esta presentación, no podrá ser proporcionada a una persona diferente del 
destinatario de esta presentación. 

South Africa: Goldman Sachs Asset Management International is authorised by the Financial Services Board of South Africa 
as a financial services provider. 

Index Benchmarks 

Indices are unmanaged. The figures for the index reflect the reinvestment of all income or dividends, as applicable, but do not 
reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses which would reduce returns. Investors cannot invest directly in indices. 

The indices referenced herein have been selected because they are well known, easily recognized by investors, and reflect 
those indices that the Investment Manager believes, in part based on industry practice, provide a suitable benchmark against 
which to evaluate the investment or broader market described herein. The exclusion of “failed” or closed hedge funds may 
mean that each index overstates the performance of hedge funds generally. 

Confidentiality 

No part of this material may, without GSAM’s prior written consent, be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form, by any 
means, or (ii) distributed to any person that is not an employee, officer, director, or authorized agent of the recipient. 

© 2021 Goldman Sachs. All rights reserved. Date of first use: 6/29/2021. 245355-OTU-1436305. 


